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Julius plays Orpheus (in a new small opera house) 

Dynamic headphones, please pay attention: Here is the best that could happen to you. 

Do you remember the Orpheus project from Sennheiser from the early nineties? An electrostatic top headphone 
came paired with a fully developed valve amplifier that drew our attention, a spectacular combination of a hall of 
mirrors and a model Opera house. 300 of these extremely expensive, handmade Orpheus sets were distributed 
amongst headphone freaks, affluent high-end collectors and Sheiks, and were sold for around 15000 Euro (per 
set!) in today’s money.

The electrostatic and tube set  has long been put to bed; the glorious pair has since become a collector’s item. 
The Hannoverian company now produces dynamic headphones with the HD 800 being notably the most well 
recognized also in this publication (image hifi Nr 89, issue 5/2009).

For those who are looking for a suitable amplifier that fits perfectly to the HD800, will be successful in Hano-
ver again. Albeit, not in the Sennheiser empire but just round the corner at the high end manufacturer Eternal 
Arts. There, Dr. Burkhardt Schwaebe runs his small exquisite company that has committed itself to the heritage 
of the tube pioneer Julius Futtermann. Futtermann is known as the protagonist of the output transformer-less 
amplifiers (OTL). The circuit named after him is sonically very supreme and since its makeover is known to be 
reliable.

The youngest off-spring in the OTL series fits beautifully in the family tree: Following a high gain preamplifier, 
a mono, a stereo amplifier and a dipole loudspeaker comes a OTL Headphone amplifier (abbreviated as KHV 
from the German) that completes the Eternal Arts programme. The OTL KHV can be regarded as compact. Its 
housing originates from the design (entry area of a railway station) of the central hood of the EternalArts pre-
amplifier i.e. is narrow and high and is encased in a curved perforated steel structure painted in gloss black. 
In-between the acrylic front plate, equipped with a large solid steel volume knob and two headphone sockets  
and the back plate with the MFE High end power cable, one can only find an appropriate high standards i.e. 
extremely sophisticated. An exact look reveals exactly why Eternal Arts prices it accordingly: for the know-how, 
for the manually selected components, for the finest tubes, for an extremely clean power supply, for an extreme-
ly heavy duty gold plated circuit board and for several details that can only be offered from experts who learnt 
their trade in the golden age of Hifi. I, for one, have not come across a better equipped serial manufactured 
headphone amplifier. In fact it is obvious that it makes sense to manufacture a ‘fast’ OTL circuit for headphones. 
Especially the high impedance models now popular at Beyerdynamic and Sennheiser should excel with a trans-
former-less drive. Just in time was the delivery of the Sennheiser HD800 that allowed the Eternal Arts Amplifier 
and its designer to be challenged. Burkhardt Schwaebe designed the KHV in conjunction with the Sennheiser’s 
top model characteristics.

The result is so impressive that a new business model evolved: Sennheiser proposed, after completing exten-
sive tests to take over the distribution of the noble Headphone amplifier. Certainly a knighthood for Eternal Arts 
and only really comprehendible when one connects it up to an adequate source and listens - one dives into the 
music – completely. – with delight - with an occasional smile on one’s face. The Beyerdynamic A-1 and the Leh-
mann Audio Black Cube Linear both excellent solid state designs cannot reach the indescribable, fine textures, 
easy and colourful sound of the Eternal Arts OTL KHV. Brocksieper’s EarMax SE also a valve design comes 
close with regard to colour but cannot match the dynamics, finesse, Impulse strengths and  the 3 dimensionality 
but no disgrace as the Eternal Arts is a superlative.

With regard to the 3 dimensionality: Listening through headphones is a very intimate and admittedly artificial 
experience. And naturally the OTL can (wants to?) neither produce a room inducing headspace, front positioning 
nor deathening volumes.

Anyway dynamic headphones can in combination with this jewel produce sounds in the upmost category and 
can de-classify a pair of arrogant electrostatic cans.



Nice, when a Sennheiser HD 800 is available as a partner - although it totally impressed me with the Beyerdy-
namic T-1. And after switching the flipswitch on the circuit board, it manages to control low impedance headpho-
nes such as the AKG 701 or the Grado PS-1 very well.

With the help of the homogeneous transparent OTL, I can survive the occasional over reactions and detect a 
saliva moist, saxophone on the soft groovy album Sound Classic by OK Star Orchestra (Rootsy REKV 1017, via 
Applied Acoustics) that just excels in superb guitar patterns. A mid twenties, blues-soaked singer made his de-
but album with the same label: I Guess My troubles Just Began by Svante Sjoeblom & The Sailers (Rootsy 013, 
Applied Acoustics). This hovers between a good moody Tom Waits, rough Roots blues with Honkytonk piano 
and guitar, a Chris Whitley – and this in a crystal clear sound quality. And had a flee coughed, I would probably 
have heard it.

We must note: Orpheus, the famous singer from the Greek mythology has a new posh address – post code: EA 
OTL KHV. 

Price 2750 Euro

www.sennheiser.de
www.audioclassica.de




